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We consider the optimization problem min[F(g): g # X(0)], where F(g) is a
variational energy associated to the obstacle g and the class X(0) of admissible
obstacles is given by X(0)=[g: 0  R : g on 0, 0 g dx=c] with  # W
1, p
0 (0)
and c # R fixed. Generally, this problem does not have a solution and it may
happen that the ‘‘optimal’’ obstacle is of relaxed form. Under a monotonicity
assumption on F, we prove the existence of a non-relaxed optimal obstacle in the
family X(0) through a new method based on the notions of # and w#-convergences.
 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Optimization problems with varying obstacles in general do not posses
a solution, even if the minimizing cost functional has good properties. What
happens in general is that a minimizing sequence of obstacles converges to
the solution of a new problem which is of relaxed form. This question is
mainly approached through the 1-convergence theory and was widely
studied in [3, 14, 17]. For all details concerning the definition and proper-
ties of 1-convergence we refer to the book [16], and to [1] where it is
called epi-convergence; for the case of problems in finite dimension spaces
we also mention the recent book [22]. In order to avoid the relaxation
phenomenon, a usual method used by several authors is to restrict the class
of admissible obstacles, imposing some additional constraints (see for
instance [2, 46, 12].
On the other hand, in [11] it was observed that in some optimal design
problems the existence of a classical non-relaxed solution is provided by a
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monotonicity assumption (with respect to the inclusion of domains) on the
cost functional, without imposing any other constraints on the class of
admissible domains. This is for example the case of functionals depending
on the eigenvalues of the Laplace operator with Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions. The main ideas of the proof come from the 1-convergence theory
and are strongly based on the exact description of the family of relaxed
domains.
In this paper we consider a similar question for functionals depending on
obstacles. More precisely, we consider optimization problems for obstacles,
of the form
min[F(g): g # X(0)], (1)
where F is a given cost functional and X(0) indicates the class of admissible
obstacles. A typical constraint on the elements of X(0) is of integral type,
|
0
g dx=c,
where c is a given constant.
A possible method to prove that problem (1) admits a solution is the
direct method of the calculus of variations. Therefore, one should find a
compact convergence on X(0) which makes the cost F lower semicon-
tinuous. This is the greatest difficulty, since a ‘‘natural’’ convergence on
X(0) can be identified, which makes F lower semicontinuous, but this
convergence is not compact, unless more restrictions on the regularity of
admissible obstacles are imposed. Here we look for the minimum in (1)
without further a priori assumptions on the competing obstacles, and
actually it may happen that in general, the existence of an optimal obstacle
may fail. This is why we shall concentrate our attention on a special class
of cost functionals, verifying a monotonicity assumption. Therefore, the
class X(0) will be considered as an ordered set, where the order between
two admissible obstacles will be the usual order between functions.
As an example consider the minimization problem
min {|0 f (x, ug) dx: g, |0 g dx=c= ,
where f : 0_R  R is a non-negative Carathe odory function,  # W 1, p0 (0)
is fixed, and for every obstacle g we denoted by ug the unique solution of
the problem
min {|0 |{u| p dx: u # W 1, p0 (0), ug in 0= .
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We can prove (see Theorem 2.3) that if f (x, } ) is monotone nondecreasing
then there exists an optimal obstacle for the problem above.
The ‘‘natural’’ convergence on X(0) mentioned above will be the one
associated to the 1-convergence of the energy functionals
|
0
1
p
|{u| p dx+/[ug](u), (2)
where u # W 1, p0 (0) and, by analogy with some shape optimization problems
already considered in the literature (see [79, 11]), we shall denote it
by #. As we already said, this convergence is not compact on X(0) and so,
in general, we should expect only ‘‘relaxed’’ solutions for our problem (1).
The ‘‘relaxed’’ obstacles, i.e., the #-limits of sequences of obstacles, have
been studied in detail in [3, 13, 17] and they are characterized as a sub-
class of triplets ( f, +, &) where f is a real positive function on 0_R, and +
and & two measures.
However, here we use a different approach and we introduce a general
abstract framework which does not refer to the relaxed obstacles. Making
use of monotonicity assumption on F we introduce a second convergence,
which we call weak-#, which turns out to be compact, and which still
makes F lower semicontinuous.
2. GENERAL SETTING AND MAIN RESULT
In this section we present a general framework in which the minimiza-
tion problem of a monotone functional can be set. Consider an ordered
space (X, ) and a functional F: X  R . Suppose that X is endowed with
two convergences denoted by # and w#, the last convergence being weaker
than the first and sequentially compact. Moreover suppose that the func-
tional F is # lower semicontinuous. The relation we assume between # and
w# is the following one:
Assumption (A). For every xn w(
w# x there exist a sequence of integers
[nk] and a sequence [ ynk] in X such that ynkxnk and ynk w
# x.
The monotonicity of F becomes an important assumption because of the
following result.
Proposition 2.1. If F: X  R is monotone increasing and # lower semi-
continuous, then F is w# lower semicontinuous.
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Proof. Let us consider xn w(
w# x, and let [xnk] be a subsequence such
that
lim
k  
F(xnk)=lim infn  
F(xn).
Using Assumption (A) above there exists a subsequence (which we still
denote by [xnk]) and ynkxnk such that ynk w
# x. The # lower semicon-
tinuity of F gives
F(x)lim inf
n  
F( ynk )
and the monotonicity of F gives F( ynk )F(xnk ). Therefore
F(x)lim inf
k  
F( ynk)lim infk  
F(xnk)=lim infn  
F(xn)
which concludes the proof. K
Consider now another functional 8: X  R and the following problem
min[F(x): x # X, 8(x)0]; (3)
then we have
Theorem 2.2. Let F be an increasing # lower semicontinuous functional
and let 8 be w# lower semicontinuous. Under the Assumption (A) above,
problem (3) admits at least one solution.
Proof. The proof follows straightforward by the direct method of the
calculus of variations and Proposition 2.1. K
The general framework introduced above, even if quite trivial, applies
very well in the case of shape optimization problems, and we shall apply
it also in the case of obstacles. The main difficulty is to identify the w#
convergence and to prove that Assumption (A) is fulfilled.
In the case of obstacles we shall consider a bounded open set 0 of RN
(for N2), a function  # W 1, p0 (0) with p # ]1, +[, the family of
admissible obstacles
X(0)=[g: 0  R : g, g quasi upper semicontinuous],
and a cost functional F: X(0)  R which is monotone increasing, i.e. for
all g1 , g2 # X(0) with g1g2 we have F(g1)F(g2). Moreover suppose
that F is lower semicontinuous for the #-convergence which is defined
through the 1-convergence of obstacle functionals (see Definition 3.1).
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The result we are going to prove is the following.
Theorem 2.3. Under the assumptions above, for any constant c # R, the
problem
min {F(g): g # X(0), |0 g dx=c=
admits a solution.
3. DEFINITION OF # AND w#-CONVERGENCES
FOR OBSTACLES AND PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3
In this section we introduce the notions of # and w#-convergence for
obstacles, we comment their relationship and properties (compactness,
Assumption (A)) and prove Theorem 2.3. All the detailed proofs are given
in the following section.
We recall first some basic concepts about the obstacle problem: position
of the problem, capacity, 1-convergence. Let us begin with the variational
definition of the harmonic and metaharmonic capacity relatively to an
open set 0 of RN, N2. We also fix a real number p # ]1, +[.
If 0 is bounded the harmonic capacity of an arbitrary set E0 is (see
[18])
C$p(E) :=inf {|0 |{u| p dx, u # W 1, p0 (0), u1 on a neighborhood of E= ;
if 0 is unbounded the metaharmonic capacity of an arbitrary set E0 is
Cp(E) :=inf {|0 |{u| p dx+|0 |u| p dx, u # W 1, p0 (0), u1
on a neighborhood of E= .
We observe that if 0 is bounded the capacities C$p and Cp are equivalent,
in the sense that for each =>0 there exists a constant k=k(=, p, 0) such
that
C$(E)Cp(E)kC$p(E), for every E0, d(E, 0)=.
It is said that a property holds p-quasi everywhere (shortly p-q.e.) if it
holds outside a set of p-capacity zero. A set ARN is called p-quasi open,
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if for any =>0 there exists an open set A= such that Cp(A=)<= and A _ A=
is open. Sobolev spaces are naturally defined on quasi open sets (see [21]).
A function u is said p-quasi continuous if for any =>0 there exists an
open set A= such that Cp(A=)<= and u |0"A= is continuous in 0"A= . Any
function u # W 1, p0 (0) has a unique (up to a set of p-capacity zero) p-quasi
continuous representative. A function u is said p-quasi upper semicontinuous
if for any =>0 there exists an open set A= such that Cp(A=)<= and u is
upper semicontinuous in 0"A= . We recall that for a p-quasi upper semicon-
tinuous function f its level sets [ f<t] are quasi open for every t # R. For
more properties concerning quasi continuous and quasi upper semicon-
tinuous functions we refer to [14, 20, 13].
The choice of obstacles as quasi upper semicontinuous functions is
natural, since one can replace an arbitrary obstacle by a suitable upper
quasi semicontinuous one (see [3], [14]).
For a quasi upper semicontinuous function g: 0  R we define the set
Kg=[u # W 1, p0 (0): ug p-q.e.]
so that, for every h # Lq(0) (here q stands for the conjugate exponent of p),
the solution of the obstacle problem associated to h and g is given by
min {|0
1
p
|{u| p dx&|
0
hu dx: u # Kg= . (4)
For some fixed h the study of the solution of problem (4) when the obstacle
g varies is done by the classical tool of the 1-convergence related to the
energy functional (2) (see [3, 17]). For this purpose, we also recall the
notion of Mosco convergence: for a sequence of arbitrary convex sets
Gn W 1, p0 (0) it is said that [Gn] converges in the sense of Mosco to G if
(1) \u # G, _un # Gn such that un  u strongly in W 1, p0 (0);
(2) if unk # Gnk and unk ( u weakly in W
1, p
0 (0), then u # G.
If [gn] is a sequence of admissible obstacles and if [Kgn] converges in the
sense of Mosco to Kg then it easy to see that the solutions un of problem
(4) associated to gn converge weakly in W 1, p0 (0) to the solution of (4)
corresponding to g. It is also well known that the Mosco convergence of
the convex sets Kgn to Kg is equivalent to the 1-convergence of the energy
functionals (2) associated to gn and g.
Definition 3.1. It is said that a sequence of quasi open sets [An]
#p -converges to a quasi open set A, if the Sobolev spaces W 1, p0 (An)
converge in the sense of Mosco to W 1, p0 (A).
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We say that a sequence [gn] of obstacles #-converges to an obstacle g
if the sequence of convex sets [Kgn] converges to the convex set Kg in the
sense of Mosco.
In order to simplify the notations, in all the paper when referring to
obstacles we use the notation # and when referring to quasi open sets we
add the index p, i.e., we use the notation #p . Of course, the #-convergence
of obstacles depends also on p, but since p is fixed, we omit it.
In order to use the abstract framework we have to introduce a second
convergence w# on the class of admissible obstacles, and to prove that
Assumption (A) is fulfilled. The definition of the w#-convergence for the
obstacles will be given by means of the w#p -convergence of the level sets
defined below (see also [8]).
In the sequel, wA denotes the solution of
{&2p wA=1 in AwA # W 1, p0 (A).
Definition 3.2. It is said that a sequence of quasi open sets [An]
weakly #p -converges to a quasi open set A if wAn ( w weakly in W
1, p
0 (0)
and A=[w>0].
We say that a sequence of obstacles [gn]n # N weakly #-converges to g
(and we write gn w(
w# g$) if there exists a dense set DR such that
[gn<t] w(
w#p [g<t] \t # D.
Remark that this is a correct definition in the sense that if gn w(
w# g and
gn w(
w# g$ then g= g$. Thanks to this, there is no ambiguity in the choice of
the dense set D.
For quasi open sets, the #p -convergence is stronger than the w#p -con-
vergence. While the #p -convergence is compact only in the family of relaxed
domains, which consists of positive Borel measures vanishing on sets of
zero capacity (see [10] for the details about relaxation of domains), the
w#p -convergence is compact in the family of quasi open sets. In fact, if a
sequence of quasi open sets #p-converges to a measure +, then this sequence
w#p -converges to the regular set of this measure, i.e. the largest countable
union of quasi open sets with finite +-measure (see Definition 3.12 of [15]).
For obstacles, the relation between the #-limit and the w#-one, is not so
simple to establish. Nevertheless, the #-convergence of obstacles is stronger
that the w#-convergence (see, Proposition 4.11), and the w#-convergence is
sequentially compact (see Lemma 3.3 below). Moreover, Assumption (A)
is satisfied for the pair of topologies (#, w#) and the classical order relation
between functions in X(0) (see Lemma 3.4 below). Indeed, we state the
following lemmas (which are proved in the next section).
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Lemma 3.3. For every sequence [gn]n # N of elements of X(0) there
exist a subsequence [gnk]k and an obstacle g # X(0) such that gnk w(
w# g.
Lemma 3.4. Consider a sequence of obstacles [gn]n # N # X(0) such
that gn w(
w# g. There exist a subsequence [gnk ]k and a sequence [ fk]k with
fkgnk such that fk w
# g.
In order to prove Theorem 2.3, we only remark the lower semicontinuity
of the constraint.
Lemma 3.5. Let gn , g # X(0), such that gn w(
w# g. Then 0 g dx
lim supn   0 gn dx.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Consider a minimizing sequence [gn]n # N of
admissible obstacles. By Lemma 3.3 we may extract a subsequence (still
denoted for simplicity by the same indices) which w#-converges to some
obstacle g in the sense of Definition 3.2. Since Assumption (A) is fulfilled,
by Proposition 2.1 we deduce
F(g)lim inf
n  
F(gn),
and by Lemma 3.5 on the upper semi-continuity of the constraint, we have
0 g dxc. If 0 g dx=c then the obstacle g is admissible and gives the
minimum. If 0 g dx>c then the new obstacle g~ defined by
g~ (x)= g(x)&
1
|0| \|0 g( y) dy&c+
is admissible (i.e., g~ # X(0) and 0 g~ dx=c) and using the monotonicity
of F we get F(g~ )F(g). K
We point out the fact that in Theorem 2.3 the constraint is given by an
equality, while in Theorem 2.2 the general form of the constraint is
expressed by an inequality.
4. PROOF OF LEMMAS 3.3, 3.4, AND 3.5
This section is divided in three parts as follows. In a first subsection we
give some technical results on the #-convergence of obstacles and quasi
open sets. The second section is devoted to the proof of Lemmas 3.3 and
3.4, while the last section deals with the upper semicontinuity of the
constraint and contains the proof of Lemma 3.5.
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4.1. Some Technical Lemmas
We recall the following result of [14] which gives a characterization of
the #-convergence in terms of the behavior of the level sets.
Lemma 4.1. Let gn , g be a family of quasi upper semicontinuous func-
tions gn : 0  R . Then gn w
# g and Kg {< if and only if
(1) there exists T]0, +[ with 0 # T such that for every t # T
lim
n  
Cp([gn>t])=Cp([g>t]);
(2) there exist a dense set DR and a dense set BP(0) such that
for every t # D and every B # B
lim
n  
Cp([gn>t] & B)=Cp([g>t] & B);
(3) limt   lim supn   +t Cp([gn>s])(s&t)
p&1ds=0;
(4) limt  0 lim supn    t0 Cp([gn>s]) s
p&1 ds=0.
Note that when replacing the meta harmonic capacity Cp with the
harmonic one C$p in the previous type of results, the analogous result of
Lemma 4.1 may fail to be true (see [14, Theorems 5.6, 5.9]).
The #p -convergence of a sequence of domains is equivalent (see [9]) to
the strong convergence of wAn to wA in W
1, p
0 (0). Moreover, in [15, 18] a
characterization of the #p -convergence in terms of the behavior of the local
capacity is given: if 0 is a bounded open set in Rn and An , A are quasi
open subsets of 0, then An w
#p A if and only if there exists a dense set
BP(0) such that for every B # B
lim
n  
C$p(B"An)=C$p(B"A). (5)
If 0 is unbounded, the same result is true if in relation (5) one uses the
metaharmonic capacity Cp (see [18]). In order to apply Lemma 4.1 for a
bounded set 0 with the metaharmonic capacity, we recall the following.
Lemma 4.2. Let 0 be a bounded open set in Rn and let An , A be quasi
open sets of 0. Then An w
#p A if and only if there exists a dense set
B # P(0) such that for every B # B
lim
n  
Cp(B"An)=Cp(B"A).
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The result of this lemma is proved in [14] for unbounded sets, the passage
to bounded sets 0 being immediate. We are then allowed to reformulate
Lemma 4.1 only in terms of the #p-convergence of level sets in the family
of obstacles which are uniformly bounded from above (see Theorem 4.7).
Having defined the w#-convergence in terms of the w#p -convergence of
level sets, to verify Assumption (A) is fulfilled for obstacles we need a
similar property for quasi open sets. This is a generalization of the result
proved in [11] for p=2 (see also [7, 8]). The following is proved in
[7, 11].
Lemma 4.3. Let [An] be a sequence of quasi open subsets of 0 and let
w # W 1, p0 (0) be a function such that wAn ( w weakly in W
1, p
0 (0). Let
un # W 1, p0 (0) be such that un=0 p-q.e. on 0"An and suppose that un ( u in
W1, p0 (0). Then u=0 p-q.e. on [w=0].
In the case of domains, Assumption (A) is a consequence of the following.
Lemma 4.4. Let [An] be a sequence of quasi open sets which weak
#p -converges to a quasi open set A. Then there exist a subsequence [Ank ] and
a sequence of quasi open sets Gk 0 such that Ank Gk and [Gk]#p -con-
verges to A.
Proof. From the definition of weak #p-convergence we have wAn  w
weakly in W 1, p0 (0) and A=[w>0]; moreover, by the maximum principle
for the p-Laplacian we deduce (see also [19]) wwA . For every =>0
we define the p-quasi open set A==[wA>=] (see [11] for p=2). For a
subsequence, still denoted by the same indices, we can suppose that
wAn _ A= ( w
= weakly in W 1, p0 (0),
and by the comparison principle we have that w=wA= . But w= # W 1, p0 (A)
from the Mosco convergence applied to [An _ A=]. Indeed, defining v==
1&1= min[wA , =] we get 0v=1, v==0 on A=, v==1 on 0"A. Taking
wn=min[v=, wAn _ A=] we get wn=0 on A
= and wn=0 on 0"(An _ A=), and
so wn=0 on 0"An . Moreover wn ( min[v=, w=] weakly in W 1, p0 (0) and
hence from Lemma 4.3 we have that min[v=, w=]=0 p-q.e. on [w=0].
Since v==1 on 0"A we get that w==0 p-q.e. on 0"A. From Theorem 5.1
of [19] (see also [11]) and from the fact that &2p wAn _ A=1 in 0 we get
&2pw=1 and hence w=wA . Therefore wA=w=wA , and by a diagonal
procedure we get that for a suitable =n  0
wAn _ A=n ( wA weakly in W
1, p
0 (0).
To conclude, it is sufficient to choose Gn=An _ A=n for the diagonal
sequence above. K
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Remark 4.5. In the previous lemma, the quasi open sets Gn can be
replaced by open sets. This follows from the fact that any quasi open set
can be approached in capacity with an exterior sequence of open sets.
Lemma 4.6. For every B0 and for every function g quasi upper semi-
continuous there exists an at most countable set D(B) in R such that
Cp([g>t] & B)=Cp([gt] & B) \t # R"D(B).
Proof. Fix B0 and set for all t # R
Ut=[g>t] & B, U t=[gt] & B.
We have Ut U t , from which it follows
Cp(Ut)Cp(U t) \t # R. (6)
The function t [ Cp(U t) is decreasing in t, so it is continuous on N=
R"D(B), with D(B)R at most countable. Let us fix { # N. For each t # R
such that {<t, we have Cp(U{)Cp(Ut). Making t  { we have
Cp(U{)Cp(U {) \{ # N. (7)
Now from (6) and (7) we deduce Cp(U{)=Cp(U {) which concludes the
proof. K
4.2. Proofs of the Main Properties of # and w#-convergences
In this section we present the main properties of # and w#-convergences
for obstacles and prove that Assumption (A) is fulfilled.
The following result is a very useful characterization of the #-convergence
of a sequence of obstacles in terms of the behavior of the level sets. Precisely
it states that a sequence of obstacles is #-convergent if and only if their level
sets are #p -convergent.
Theorem 4.7. Let gn , g # X(0). Then gn w
# g if and only if there exists
a family TR such that R"T is at most countable and
[gn<t] w
#p [ g<t] \t # T.
Proof. The proof is based on Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2. Let us suppose
that gn w
# g. Following Lemma 4.1 there exists a dense set TR with
R "T at most countable, and a countable dense family BP(0) such that
lim
n  
Cp([gn>t] & B)=Cp([g>t] & B)
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for every tT and every B # B. Using Lemma 4.6 for any Bk # B and for
any n # N the family of t # R such that
Cp([gn>t] & Bk){Cp([gnt] & Bk)
is at most countable. Therefore eliminating all t # T for all k, n # N such
that the previous relation holds, one can find a set T $ such that R"T $ is at
most countable and such that
lim
n  
Cp([gnt] & B)=Cp([gt] & B)
for every t # T $ and every B # B. Using Lemma 4.2 we have that for all
t # T $[gn<t] w
#p [g<t]. Since T $ is dense in R we conclude the
necessity.
Suppose now that for a dense family TR we have [gn<t] w
#p [g<t].
We prove that conditions (1), (2),(3), (4) of Lemma 4.1 are satisfied. From
the fact that gn , g conditions (3) and (4) are satisfied. Following
Lemma 4.2 condition (2) is also satisfied, by eliminating again an at most
countable family of t # R such that Cp([gn>t] & Bk){Cp([gnt] & Bk).
It remains to prove (1).
Let us fix some t>0 and set Kt=[t] which is a quasi closed subset
of 0. Since gn we get
Cp([gnt] & Kt)=Cp([gnt]).
The idea is to find a set B # B ‘‘between’’ Kt and 0; this is not immediately
possible since Kt is not closed but only quasi closed, nevertheless, for any
=>0 there exists a closed set K= Kt such that Cp(Kt"K=)<=. Then
|Cp([gnt] & Kt)&Cp([gnt] & K=)|Cp(Kt"K=)<=.
Choosing a set B # B such that K= B0 and for which
Cp([gn>t] & B)  Cp([g>t] & B)
we have
|Cp([g>t])&Cp([gn>t])|=|Cp([g>t] & Kt)&Cp([gn>t] & Kt)|
|Cp([g>t] & Kt)&Cp([g>t] & B)|
+|Cp([g>t] & B)&Cp([gn>t] & B)|
+|Cp([gn>t] & Kt)&Cp([gn>t] & B)|.
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The first and the last term of the right hand side are less than = by the
choice of B, and the middle term vanishes for n  . Hence we get
lim
n  +
Cp([gn>t]=Cp([g>t]).
Therefore, point (1) of Lemma 4.1 is also proved and so the proof is
concluded. K
Remark 4.8. The family R"T in the previous theorem can be replaced
by a smaller one, as for example a dense set in R.
Corollary 4.9. Let gn , g # X(0). Then gn w
# g if and only if there
exists a countable dense family DR such that
[gn<t] w
#p [g<t] \t # D. (8)
Proof. For the necessity see the first step of Theorem 4.7. Conversely,
suppose that (8) holds for a set DR countable and dense. We prove that
(8) holds for t # T where R"T is at most countable (which implies, by
Theorem 4.7, that gn w
# g).
For every t # R, possibly passing to subsequences, we have w[gnk<t] ( ut
weakly in W 1, p0 (0) for a suitable function ut . It will be enough to prove
that ut=w[g<t] up to an at most countable set.
By assumption, D is dense in R and so we can find t1 , t2 # D with
t1tt2 . Then
w[g<t1]utw[g<t2] . (9)
Let us define
A{=[g<{] for any { # D.
The sets A{ are quasi open and we have that [A{]{ # D is increasing with
respect to the set inclusions. Now, from the theory of the #p -convergence
(see [15, 21]), we have
A{ w
#p .
{ # D, {t
At=At as {  t (10)
and
w[g<t]=sup[w[g<{] : { # D, {t]. (11)
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One has to pay attention to the fact that an arbitrary union of quasi open
sets is not generally quasi open. In this case, the monotonicity plays an
essential role. In fact any increasing sequence of quasi open sets is #p-con-
vergent to their union. Moreover,
[g<t]A{ \{ # D, {t, (12)
then
w[g<t]w[g<{] \{ # D, {t, (13)
from which it follows
w[g<t]inf[w[g<{] : { # D, {t]. (14)
Now from (9), ..., (14) we have
w[g<t]=sup[w[g<{] : { # D, {t]
(15)
utinf[w[g<{] : { # D, {t].
Let us consider the mapping t [ &w[g<t] &Lp(0) which is increasing, and
hence it has at most countable points of discontinuity. If t is a point where
this mapping is continuous we have
sup[w[g<{] : { # D, {t]=inf[w[g<{] : { # D, {t]
and so from (15) we have ut=w[g<t] , which concludes the proof. K
We list now the main properties of # and w#-convergences for the
obstacles.
Proposition 4.10. Let gn , g # X(0). The following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) there exists a dense family DR such that [gn<t] w(
w#p [g<t]
for all t # D;
(ii) there exists an at most countable family NR such that
[gn<t] w(
w#p [g<t] for all t # R"N.
Proof. If (ii) is true, obviously (i) follows. Conversely, let us suppose
that (i) is true. For all s # D we have w[gn<s] ( ws in W
1, p
0 (0), [ws>0]=
[g<s] and, from the p-quasi upper semicontinuity of g, for all t # R,
[g<t]= .
s # D, st
[g<s].
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We define for any t # R wt :=sups # D, st ws . From the monotonicity of the
mapping s [ ws the definition above is consistent and we have
[wt>0]= .
s # D, st
[ws>0]= .
s # D, st
[g<s]=[g<t].
From the boundedness of w[gn<t] , possibly passing to a subsequence still
denoted by the same indices, we have
w[gn<t] ( ut .
So, to conclude, it is sufficient to prove that there exists an at most coun-
table set N such that ut(x)=wt(x) p-q.e. for t # R"N. We observe that, by
monotonicity, for every s # D with st we have
w[gn<s]w[gn<t] , (16)
so passing to the limit in (16) as n  + we obtain
wsut \s # D, st,
from which
ut sup
s # D, st
ws=wt . (17)
On the other hand, again by the monotonicity, we also have
utws \s # D, st,
from which
ut inf
s # D, st
ws . (18)
Now, denoting by w~ t the right hand side of (18), for t # R"N, with N at
most countable, we have wt=w~ t since the mapping t [ &wt &L p(0) is mono-
tone increasing and it has only at most countable points of discontinuity.
So we obtain from (17) and (18) that ut=wt for every t # R"N which
concludes the proof. K
Proposition 4.11. Suppose that gn w
# g. Then gn w(
w# g.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.7 and Definition 3.2.
K
We are now able to give the proof of Lemma 3.3 which states the
compactness of the w#-topology.
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Proof of Lemma 3.3. Consider an enumeration [r1 , r2 , ...] of the set Q
of rational numbers. For the level r1 there exists a subsequence of [gn]n # N
(still denoted with the same indices) such that w[gn<r1] ( wr1 weakly in
W1, p0 (0). For the level r2 there exists a subsequence of the previous one
such that w[gn<r2] ( wr2 weakly in W
1, p
0 (0). In such a way for any rk # Q
one can extract a subsequence (of the sequence established for rk&1) such
that w[gn<rk] ( wrk weakly in W
1, p
0 (0). By a diagonal procedure we can
choose an element of the first sequence such that
&w[gn1<r1]&wr1 &L p(0)<1,
then a second element of the second sequence such that
&w[gn1<r1]&wr1 &Lp(0)<
1
2 and &w[gn2<r2]&wr2 &L p(0)<
1
2 ,
and continuing this procedure, one constructs a subsequence [gni ] i such
that
\k # N w[gni<rk ] ww
L p(0) wrk for i  .
This means exactly that for all t # Q
[gni<t] w(
w#p [wt>0] for i  .
One defines then the limit obstacle through its level sets
[g<t]=[wt>0] for all t # Q (19)
If t1 , t2 # Q with t1<t2 then obviously [g<t1][g<t2]. The function g
is defined by
g(x)=inf [t # Q: x # [g<t]].
Hence for every t # R"Q we have
[g<t]= .
s # Q, s<t
[g<s]. (20)
One can see that
(i) g is correctly defined.
(ii) g is quasi upper semicontinuous, because its level sets [g<t]
are quasi open, being by definition, countable unions of quasi open sets
(see (19),(20)).
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(iii) g # X(0), because [<t]$[g<t] for every t # R. Indeed, let
us consider first the case t # Q. From hypothesis we have gni, for all i,
hence
[<t]$[gni<t], \i # N,
from which
w[gni<t]w[<t] .
Passing to the limit as i  +, we get
wtw[<t] ,
so that
[w[<t]>0]=[<t]$[wt>0]=[g<t].
Fix now t # R"Q. We have
[g<t]= .
s<t, s # Q
[g<s] .
s<t, s # Q
[<s][<t]
which shows that g # X(0).
To conclude, it remains to prove that gni w(
w# g, or equivalently, that
there exists a dense set DR such that
w[gni<t] ( wt , [wt>0]=[g<t], \t # D.
If t # Q the above is true from the definition of g, which concludes the
proof. K
In order to prove Assumption (A) for the w# and #-convergences, we
give a technical result for domains, necessary for the construction of the
#-convergent sequence deriving from the w#-convergent one.
Lemma 4.12. Let us consider two sequences of quasi open sets Xn w
#p X
and Yn w
#p Y. Then Xn & Yn w
#p X & Y.
Proof. The proof consists in verifying the two Mosco conditions. For
the sake of brevity for every quasi open set A0 we identify a function
in W 1, p0 (A) with its extension by zero to 0"A. First, consider a weak
convergent sequence wn # W 1, p0 (Xn & Yn), wn ( w. By hypotheses we get
w # W 1, p0 (X) & W
1, p
0 (Y) which means w # W
1, p
0 (X & Y). Consider now
some w # W 1, p0 (X & Y), and w0 (if w changes sign we apply the argument
to its positive and negative parts w+ and w&). There exists a sequence
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xn # W 1, p0 (Xn) and a sequence yn # W
1, p
0 (Yn) strongly convergent to w.
These sequences can be chosen positive. Then min[xn , yn] # W 1, p0 (Xn & Yn)
and it converges strongly to w. K
We give now the proof of Lemma 3.4, which asserts that Assumption (A)
is satisfied for the couple of topologies (#, w#) in X(0).
Proof of Lemma 3.4. We prove this assertion in two steps. We consider
first the particular case of obstacles whose ranges are in finite set. Let us
consider the numbers
&=l1<l2< } } } <lq
and the special family of obstacles
A[l1 , ..., lq]=[g # X(0): g(x) # [l1 , ..., lq]].
We construct the sets
A1(g)=[g<l2], A2(g)=[g<l3], ..., Aq&1(g)=[g<lq]
which are quasi open and such that A1 A2  } } } Aq&1 . Consider now
a sequence [gn]n # N in A[l1 , ..., lq] which weak #-converges to a function
g. To every function gn we associate as before the sets A1(gn), ..., Aq&1(gn)
and, using the compactness of the weak #p -convergence for sets, we can
write (for a subsequence still denoted with the same indices)
Ai (gn) w(
w#p Ai \i=1, ..., q&1.
By the definition of the weak #-convergence we have
g=l1 on A1 , g=l2 on A2 "A1 , ..., g=lq on 0"(A1 _ } } } _ Aq&1).
Moreover, g is quasi upper semicontinuous and g. For this last
inequality it is sufficient to prove for any i=2, ..., q that [g<li][<li].
This follows from the fact that [gn<l i][<l i] and from the properties
of the weak #p -convergence of sets.
We construct now the sequence fn of admissible obstacles such that
fn w
# g with fngn . Using Lemma 4.4 for subsequences still denoted with
the same indices there exist sets Gni $Ai (gn) such that Gni w
#p Ai . For fixed
n, the sets Gn1 , ..., G
n
q&1 are not ordered. Therefore one may apply Lemma
4.12 and consider
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G n1=G
n
1 & G
n
2 & } } } & G
n
q&1 (21)
G n2=G
n
2 & G
n
3 & } } } & G
n
q&1 (22)
} } } (23)
G nq&1=G
n
q&1 . (24)
Then G n1 G
n
2  } } } G
n
q&1 and G
n
i w
#p Ai . Moreover, G ni $Ai (gn).
Defining the obstacle fn with G n1 , ..., G
n
q&1 in the following way: fn=l1 on
G n1 , fn=l2 on G
n
2"G
n
1 , ..., fn=lq on 0"G
n
q&1 , we get that fn is quasi upper
semicontinuous, fngn and fn w
# g.
In a second step of the proof, a general obstacle is approached by
obstacles with a finite range. We define for any k # N the family of levels
Rk=[l1 , ..., lk] _ [&],
where [lk]k is a dense set in R with the property that the weak #p-con-
vergence holds on levels li . We have Rk1 Rk2 if k1k2 . Denote by
R=k # N Rk .
For some obstacle g # X(0) we define the truncation on Rk of g in the
following way
Tk(g)(x)=sup[l # Rk : g(x)l].
Obviously Tk(g) # A[Rk] and Tk(g)g. Moreover, if l # Rk then for all
k$k we have
[Tk$(g)<l]=[g<l].
As in the first step, for k=1 there exists a subsequence, still denoted with
the same indices, such that
T1(gn) w(
w# T1(g);
we consider a subsequence and a sequence f 1nT1(gn) with f
1
n w
# T1(g).
For k=2 there exists (as in step one) a subsequence such that
T2(gn) w(
w# T2(g);
again, we consider a subsequence and a sequence f 2nT2(gn) with f
2
n
w# T2(g). We continue this procedure for any k # N and we choose a
diagonal sequence [ f knk]k with the property that d#( f
k
nk
, Tk(g))1k. Here
by d# one denotes the distance which generates the same topology of the
#-convergence (see [16] for the metrizability of the #-convergence). On the
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other hand, using Theorem 4.7 we have Tk(g) w
# g and therefore we found
a subsequence [ f knk]k which satisfies the desired properties. K
Since Assumption (A) is fulfilled, the general framework presented in
Section 2 and in particular Theorem 2.2 could be applied. Nevertheless, in
the case of obstacles the integral constraint plays a very important role.
4.3. Lower Semicontinuity of the Constraint
In order to prove that an integral constraint of the type
|
0
g dxc
is weak #-closed, we give the following.
Proposition 4.13. Let gn , g # X(0), with gn w(
w# g. Then
g(x)lim sup
n  
gn(x) for a.e. x # 0.
Proof. Indeed, consider some x # 0 and l # R with g(x)<l. From the
weak #-convergence, there exists some l $ between g(x) and l, such that
[gn<l $] w(
w#p [g<l $];
then 1[g<l $]lim infn   1[gn<l $] , where we denote by 1C the function
such that 1C(x)=1 if x # C and 1C(x)=0 otherwise. In particular, this
means that gn(x)<l $ for n large enough, that is,
lim sup
n  
gn(x)l $.
Since l was arbitrary, and g(x)<l $<l the proof is concluded. K
We are now in the position to give the proof of Lemma 3.5.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. From Proposition 4.13 we have glim supn   gn .
The conclusion now follows by Fatou’s lemma. K
Remark 4.14. A constraint of the type 0 8(x, g(x)) dxc can replace
the previous one in the general framework of Theorem 2.2 provided the
function 8(x, } ) is increasing and upper semicontinuous.
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5. FURTHER REMARKS AND EXAMPLES
The results of this paper can be extended by analogy to the bilateral
obstacle problem. In order to consider bilateral problems, we define the
family
X (0)=[g: 0  R : g quasi l.s.c. g]
with  fixed in W 1, p0 (0); the associated convex sets are
K g=[u # W 1, p0 (0): ug p-q.e.].
In this case, the #-convergence, respectively w#-convergence, are defined as
in Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 by using the upper level sets: [g>t]. We denote
them by #~ , respectively w#~ .
Then Theorem 2.3 still holds under the assumptions:
(1) F is lower semicontinuous with respect to the #~ -convergence;
(2) F is monotone decreasing with respect to the usual order of
functions.
We can also consider the case of bilateral problems. Fix first a function
 # W 1, p0 (0); the admissible set is now
Y(0)=[(g1 , g2): gi : 0  R , i=1, 2, g1 quasi u.s.c.,
g2 quasi l.s.c., g1g2].
We define
Kg1 , g2=[u # W
1, p
0 (0): g1ug2 p-q.e.]
and consider a functional F: Y(0)  R . Then Theorem 2.3 still holds
under the assumptions:
(1) F( } , } ) is lower semicontinuous with respect to the (#, #~ )-con-
vergence;
(2) F( } , } ) is monotone increasing with respect to the first variable
and decreasing with L respect to the second one.
In this case, the constraint is of the form
|
0
g1 dx=c, |
0
g2 dx=c~ ,
with, of course, cc~ .
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The shape optimization problem solved in [11] for p=2 is a particular
case of the previous result and follows directly considering the family of
obstacles
O(0)=[(g1 , g2): g1=& } 1A , g2=+ } 1A , A0, A quasi open].
It is sufficient to see that O(0) is closed with respect to the (w#, w#~ )-con-
vergence. In fact, a bilateral obstacle (& } 1A , + } 1A) is identified with
the quasi open set A. In this case, the bilateral obstacle problem becomes
a Dirichlet problem with homogeneous boundary condition associated to
the p-Laplacian on the quasi open set A.
Given h # L2(0), let us denote by ug the solution of
min {12 |0 |{u| 2 dx&|0 hu dx: u # H 10(0), ug in 0= .
An interesting problem is to minimize the integral of ug among all
admissible obstacles, that is to solve
min {|0 ug dx: g # X(0), |0 g dx=c= . (25)
We observe that the functional g  F(g)=0 ug dx is increasing (from the
general properties of the solution ug) and # lower semicontinuous, hence
Theorem 2.3 applies.
We can also consider more general problems of the form
min {|0 _|R f (x, t, ug(x), 4I ([g<t]), 4J ([ug<t])) dt& dx:
g # X(0), |
0
g dx=c= , (26)
where, for every finite set IN, 4I (A)=(* i (A)) i # I , being *i (A) the i th
eigenvalue of the Laplacian on A with Dirichlet boundary conditions,
counted with its multiplicity. Here f: 0_R_R_RI_RJ  [0, +] is a
Borel function with f (x, t, } , } , } ) increasing and lower semicontinuous. By
the monotonicity and #2 -continuity of mappings A  *i (A) (see [11] for
details), Theorem 2.3 applies and we obtain the existence of at least one
solution for problem (26).
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A very special case is the minimization of the energy of the obstacle.
Given h # Lq(0), the energy associated to the obstacle g # X(0) is given by
min
u # Kg
F (u), where F (u)=
1
p |0 |{u| p dx&|0 hu dx. (27)
In a more general frame, one can minimize a variational functional F of the
type
F(g)=min
u # Kg
F (u),
where F : W 1, p0 (0)  R is given. Of course, F has the monotonicity
property, and moreover, if F is weakly lower semicontinuous and coercive
on W 1, p0 (0), then F is #-lower semicontinuous. Hence one can apply
Theorem 2.3 in order to get the existence of a minimizer.
For this class of functionals F, one can give a direct proof of the exist-
ence of a minimizer, if the constraint on the admissible obstacle g is
dropped. In this case, the minimization problem
min {F (u): u # Kg , g quasi u.s.c., |0 g dxc= (28)
is equivalent to the following one
min {F (u): u # W 1, p0 (0), |0 u dxc= (29)
Indeed, if (g, u) is a solution for (28), then u is a minimizer for (29).
Conversely if u* minimizes for (29), then the couple (u*, u*) is a minimizer
for (28). Hence the existence of a solution for problem (28) derives from a
solution of problem (29), which in this case can also be obtained by the
direct method of the calculus of variations.
Using the equivalence between (28) and (29), one can write for problem
(27) the necessary optimality conditions for the solution u*. Performing the
directional derivatives and using the Lagrange multiplier, we get for some
positive constant *
&2pu*=h+* in W 1, p0 (0). (30)
The regularity of u* depends then on the regularity of h, hence for quite
smooth data h and 0, the optimal solution of (27) belongs to the class of
regular functions.
However, the existence method presented above does not apply to more
general situations when the optimization problem is not written in the form
(28), as for example problem (26).
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